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Visibility
_

The nature of our work requires reciprocal collaboration and transparency in the management of the
funds that are entrusted to us. That is why the organizations that are beneficiaries of funding from
Otto per Mille of the Waldensian Church (Union of the Methodist and Waldensian Churches) are
required to give adequate visibility about the funding received, without which the funding may be
cancelled.
This visibility should be appropriate to the type of project and the organization and must include at
least posting the Otto per Mille logo on your organization’s web site and a link to
www.ottopermillevaldese.org.
The logo should also be printed in or on:
§ Publications (books, invitations, brochures, posters, etc.) that are produced for the funded
project;
§ Machinery or means of transportation purchased for the project;
§ Buildings built or parts of buildings renovated with the funds.
Whenever possible the logo should be accompanied by the phrase “project supported with funds
from Otto per Mille of the Waldensian Church of Italy”.
Before printing communications materials please send us a draft so we can make sure the logo has
been reproduced and used correctly.
The material can be sent to this address opm.italia@chiesavaldese.org for projects in Italy and
opm.estero@chiesavaldese.org for international projects.
The logo can be downloaded from www.ottopermillevaldese.org, in the multimedia section
(http://www.ottopermillevaldese.org/multimedia.php). From there, choose the logo either for Italy
projects or international projects.
If you need a high definition version or in a particular format of file, please contact the Otto per
Mille office directly.
Transparency also means telling the small and grand stories of the initiatives that come to life
through these funds so please send us photos and video of your projects. They will be collected and
posted on our website from time to time. They will be part of a priceless witness to the work we are
doing together.
In order to be able to publish your material, make sure it is good quality and send a waiver that
states that you possess permission statements from the people in the photos/videos and that you
assume any civil responsibility towards them.

